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Professional Ethics*
By Herbert F. French

The subject which has been assigned to me is one regarding
which there has been a world-wide difference of opinion among
accountants and one on which I could not hope to have all the
members of my audience fully agree with me. The subject is
so broad that the time allotted for this talk is not sufficient for
all that anyone would like to say. It has been analyzed and
dissected by various committees of the American Institute and,
although unfortunately their conclusions have not always been in
keeping with the opinions of many of the members of the pro
fession, yet I think that in the main the majority of the members
of the Institute either are now in accord with the stand taken by
the Institute or are at least reconciled to it. The most I can
say, therefore, is that I am expressing my personal opinions and
fully recognize the right of any of the audience to disagree
with me.
I have heard the opinion expressed that the practice of pro
fessional ethics depended upon one’s mental attitude and therefore
was carried out according to each one’s individual ideas. It
seems to me that it also means the practice of the “Golden Rule”
which would come very close to a correct moral viewpoint. I
remember having read an article written by J. E. Sterrett, which
was published in the 1907 year-book. This brought out very
plainly the moral attitude which the accountant should sustain in
order to observe the proper principles of professional ethics. I
think Mr. Sterrett also prophesied that it was almost certain that
the procedure which we then considered perfectly proper would
in later years be changed, and that we would consider it strange
we had not changed our viewpoint before.
* A paper presented at the New England regional meeting of the American
Institute of Accountants, Poland Spring, Maine, June 23, 1923.
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As an illustration of our change of viewpoint I quote from
an article written about ten years ago by one of our well-known
accountants who has been honored with a high office in the
American Institute.
“Until accounting is recognized as a learned profession the
answer to the inquiry ‘Should accountants advertise?’ must be in
the affirmative. It would be more dignified—more professional,
if you please—to refrain from it, but we should not stickle for
dignity or assume a professional pose while we are bidding
against each other for engagements like a parcel of hucksters at
the close of market on a Saturday night, nor while we are ruth
lessly grabbing the business of brother practitioners whose
certificates ‘don’t go’ with the financial monarchs.”
If we compare this paragraph with the attitude of the
American Institute at the present time and with the principles
which it has laid down regarding advertising, we can readily see
what a great change of mental attitude has taken place within
the last ten years and, looking back, we may wonder why we
were not of the same opinion years ago as we are now. I have
had two experiences within this last year which clearly illustrate
the question of mental attitude:
During a visit to my dentist, he remarked that I had a tooth
that should be treated at least every three months if I hoped to
save it. I suggested that he have his assistant call me on the
telephone at the proper times to jog my memory, which he
willingly did, to our mutual advantage.
A short time after that I had occasion to go to a prominent
oculist, who remarked to me casually that I had not visited him
before for about two years. I suggested that if he would call
me at the proper time I would gladly come to him. His reply
was: “But I could not do that; it would not be ethical.” If we
were to apply strictly the doctor’s mental attitude to accounting,
I am afraid it would prevent us from giving our clients the service
they expect, which many times results in keeping them advised
of matters which are of importance to them.
Let me first take up the subject of advertising. I am very
much in accord with what I understand to be the present attitude
of the American Institute; namely, that direct advertising by the
accountant should be confined to such matter as would be used
in a card announcement, which does not contain wording that
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could be considered a direct solicitation, but is confined to the
accountant’s name, address and possibly the class of work in
which he specializes.
I think, however, that there are many other forms of adver
tising which the accountant may use which are perfectly legiti
mate and which are resultant of much more benefit than any
“direct advertising,” as the term is usually used. I have always
believed that the very best method of advertising was to do every
piece of work so well that the client would believe that his
accountant was the best accountant in the country, or, at least,
that he was as good as any that he could find.
Another form of advertising which I consider ultimately
beneficial is for the auditor to insist on putting out a statement
and report absolutely disclosing the facts as they exist; for him
to make a picture which could not be misunderstood and would
not be misleading. Advertising of this nature does not always
result in immediate benefit and many times results in the auditor’s
becoming temporarily disliked. On the other hand, I have seen
many cases which proved that no better form of advertising
could have been adopted.
Another form of advertising (if I may be permitted to use
the term for this purpose) is membership in clubs, societies, etc.,
which may legitimately bring in business sometimes. It is
undoubtedly true that the standing of the accountant in the
community has a great deal to do with the decision to entrust
him with certain work. Moreover, the larger his acquaintance,
the more chances there are that persons needing his services will
naturally turn to him because they are acquainted with him, and
know that his daily life, principles, standing in the community,
etc., line up to the proper standard. I have always believed that
such memberships were legitimate and something which could
not be condemned in accountancy any more than in any of the
other professions, so long as the acquaintances and friendships
acquired in this manner were not used for direct solicitation.
The aforementioned methods of advertising, as you will note,
omit entirely the use of circular letters (which, as is well known,
has been very frequent in the past), the practice of soliciting
from house to house, and almost from door to door, and personal
solicitation on occasions when it is known that any large piece
of work is to be placed.
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I realize that the principal object of the young accountant
entering the profession is to obtain enough business to keep him
busy, take care of his overhead expense and leave him a profit,
and that confining his efforts to the forms of advertising before
mentioned is rather hard and trying.
Also it has sometimes been a temptation where the young
accountant through no fault of his own has been displaced, for
instance, in the case of a reorganization, by some well-known
concern whose name was better known to investors, for him to
feel perfectly justified in advertising in order to obtain new
clients, even though it was condemned by some of his brother
accountants. Nevertheless, this is an experience which nearly
all accountants have had in early days and, if the young accountant
will always remember that “learn to labor and to wait” is not a
new doctrine, he will be some time in the position of the older
concern and will then feel that he is reaping the reward for the
years of work by which he has built up a reputation. In the end
I believe that the young accountant who starts on this basis will
be better off than the one who uses solicitation, personal letters
and many other forms of advertising which are considered
objectionable by the majority of the profession.
After all the ethical reasons have been discussed regarding
advertising, it seems to me that the practical reason why adver
tising should be confined to very narrow limits is that it is
doubtful if it absolutely pays and whether its continuance, from
the business point of view, does not mean either the lessening of
the net profits of the business or loading the overhead to such
an extent that an additional price must be charged to the client.
I do not think that I have ever met an accountant who could
show me in cold figures that he had received enough business
from advertising to demonstrate absolutely that it was a paying
proposition, although I have seen some who have felt that it was
of indirect benefit enough to justify the expenditure.
For my own part, I believe the value of a card in a directory,
magazine or other publication is found only in the benefit which
it affords the client to trace more easily by larger type the street
address or telephone number of the accountant. As most of our
clients now have secretaries and telephone operators, this is really
working for the benefit of the client’s employees rather than for
the purpose of saving him valuable time individually.
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I have often said to advertising solicitors that I did not want
the class of business which might come from newspaper, maga
zine or directory advertising, as it did not fit in with what I
believed should be the accountant’s scheme of business.
In
making this remark, however, I have intended to say that, if a
man came to my office simply because I happened to be on his
daily path to lunch or to the railroad station and he dropped in
to see me solely to save shoe leather, I did not think there was
much chance of his being a desirable client. If I had a broken
leg, I certainly should not look in a city directory, telephone
directory or a newspaper and call the first physician whose
advertisement caught my eyes, and I have never yet met an
advertising solicitor who would admit that he himself would take
this manner of selecting a physician. As the work of an account
ant is of a confidential and important nature, I have always
believed that the client who was worth while for me to have
must come to me because he believed I had the necessary quali
fications and experience which he required, and not because he
saw an advertisement in some publication.
Let me take up as my next subject the question of our
relations with our brother accountants. I am afraid that in this
respect the one whose toes are trodden upon, either justly or
unjustly, feels that the other fellow is in the wrong, and I must
confess that I have seen many cases in which it was quite a
problem as to the proper course to be pursued. For many years,
whenever a prospective client came into my office and asked me
to take up a piece of work which some other accountant had been
doing, saying that for some reason or other he wished to make
a change, I felt that my attitude should be to apply the “Golden
Rule” and to try to convince him that he would be as well off
to stay with his old accountant as to make a change. While I
have had some success in this respect, it has been so small that
I do not feel proud of my efforts.
I remember two cases, which have happened within the last
few years, where accountants who were very good friends of
mine had been doing work for clients who wished to make a
change. After using all my persuasive powers on these
clients, I thought I had convinced them that they were foolish to
consider making a change and were better off to continue as they
were. Being naturally somewhat modest and not wishing to go
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around to my neighbors and tell them what a good fellow I had
been, there was nothing said about either case for some time.
Later, however, it developed in casual conversation that the clients
had insisted on making a change, with the result that instead of
saving a job for my fellow accountant, it had been lost to both
of us and I had been a very good salesman for a third party. On
the last piece of work that came to the office under similar con
ditions we came to the conclusion that the best thing to do was
not to try to be reformers, but to let the client decide for himself
whom he wanted for auditor and to accept without protest what
came our way, after ascertaining that the change was not
occasioned by the question of compensation.
The question then came up as to what, if anything, should be
said to the other accountant, and our decision was that we had
better say nothing. If we had asked him whether there was any
reason why we should not take the work and he had thought there
was, it would have put us in a position where we should either
have had to argue it out with him and refuse to take the work
or else to take it against his wishes. If we had then been guided
by his wishes, it would have probably resulted in some other
accountants getting the work, and he would still have felt that
perhaps in some way we could have saved it for him.
In another case when we were asked to assist a concern that
wished to change auditors, we made inquiry as to the reason for
making the change and found that the auditor had instructed the
bookkeeper not to furnish statements to the president or treasurer
of the corporation without first submitting them to him. After
this had been done once or twice, the treasurer came to the
conclusion that the bookkeeper was in his employ and not in the
employ of the auditor and that he had better make a change in
auditors. Under these conditions we did not consider it necessary
to ask our fellow accountant if there was any reason why we
should not take the work.
We, therefore, came to the conclusion that the only benefit we
should derive in talking with the other accountant was to find out
whether or not the client was fair in his ideas and dealings and
whether he paid his bills promptly or not. On these points we
felt that we should take the responsibility and not rely on the
other fellow.
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When we consider the perplexing problems with which the
public accountant has been confronted during the past few years,
and on which, in some cases, no two members of the concern for
which he was working could agree among themselves, it is not
to be wondered at that there are occasionally changes of auditors
by clients and that this is by no means to be considered a
reflection on the auditor.
Another instance occurring a short time ago was a request
from one of our brother accountants that we supply the names,
addresses, amount of earnings, federal taxes paid, etc., of some
of our clients which would assist a client of our brother account
ant in making a claim for refund of taxes. It is probably need
less to say that we did not feel that it would be proper for us
to divulge this information and that we politely declined to do so.
The question also arises as to the proper attitude toward our
brother accountants regarding employment of their staff assist
ants who wish to make a change or whom we may wish to engage
for our staff. I believe about all you can say on this subject is
to come as near as possible to using the “Golden Rule” and to
treat the other fellow as you would like to be treated.
I remember a few years ago receiving a telephone answer to
an advertisement that we had put in the daily paper. When the
applicant discovered with whom he was talking, he stated plainly
that he was with a firm whose members were good friends of
ours and that he did not feel free to talk with us. I did not then
know with whom he was associated, but had I known (I after
ward found out who it was) I should have taken the same
position as he did.
On the other hand, we had a call from a young man under
contract with one of our brother accountants. He told us plainly
that the contract did not mean very much to him, but admitted
that it would have meant much to him if the accountant had been
the one wishing to break it. It developed from further conver
sation that the reason this assistant was desirous of making a
change was because his employers had given him an assignment
on which they had occasion to differ with the client as to the
manner in which the balance-sheet should be prepared and he
wished to become associated with some concern where he could
do the work as the client wanted it done. Since his employers
were a concern of high standing in the community, we came to
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the conclusion that the basis of his desire to make a change in
order that he might satisfy the demands of the client would
probably not make him any more pleasing to us than he had been
to his former employer. Needless to say, we did not admire the
professional ethics of the gentleman and had no dealings with him.
In other cases where we were informed by the applicants that
they were leaving concerns in a perfectly satisfactory manner, we
called up the former employers and, in cases where we found the
facts as represented, we have sometimes made the engagements.
I regret to say, however, that we could quote cases where our
brother accountant apparently did not look at the matter in the
same light as we.
There is another matter which, while considered ethical by
many, is contrary to what I believe to be the best practice: that
is, paying another member of the profession a commission or
brokerage for business turned over to him. I should like to touch
upon this subject not from an ethical point of view, but from
what seems to me to be policy and good fellowship.
I have many times had the opportunity to turn work over to
my fellow accountants and generally for one of two reasons:
first, because I was so busy that I could not handle the work; or,
second, because the services to be rendered were of such a nature
that on account of their experience some of my fellow account
ants could render services which would be of more benefit to the
client than those I could give. I have probably turned over more
work for the second reason than for the first, since, being human,
I naturally do not like to see any work, which we are in a
position to handle, turned away from our office. Never, however,
have I asked another accountant, to whom I have turned over
work, to pay me a fee or commission; on the other hand, in the
cases where we have received work in similar circumstances, I
have never offered, nor felt obliged to offer, to pay a commission
to my brother accountant.
I do not know how general the practice is of paying com
missions in these circumstances, but I feel that there should be
enough feeling of self-respect and honor among accountants that,
if services of a special character are needed, which someone else
is better qualified to render, the satisfaction of knowing that one
has acted to the best interest of a client and has also done a favor
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to a fellow accountant should be sufficient reward to him without
looking for a financial consideration.
It would seem that the relation of the accountant to his client
is so well known and established at the present time that com
paratively little need be said about it. The accountant must, of
course, consider his client’s business as absolutely confidential,
unless authorized by him to give out information. He must also
carefully consider how much of the information with which he
is entrusted should be allowed to come to the knowledge of any
of the associates or employees of his client and he should in all
cases conduct himself so that the client will have full confidence
in his judgment, discretion and tact. He must also carefully
draw the line between the purely personal affairs of the client
with which he becomes familiar and his business affairs, which
in many cases are very closely interwoven. He must also be
extremely careful in the case of a corporation or partnership that
he does not allow himself to become involved in anything that
may be to the greater advantage of one of the members of the
concern than another, remembering in a case of this kind that
he is working for the benefit of the entire concern and that his
services may not be used for the personal advantage of any one
particular person to the detriment of another.
In respect to his conduct with his office associates much can be
said, but as a rule it seems to me that he should discuss the affairs
of his client only with his partners and with the members of the
staff who have dealt with the affairs of that client. The indis
criminate dissemination of knowledge of the affairs of the client
among the office force should never be allowed, and great care
should be taken to keep the affairs of each client within as small
a circle as is consistent with doing the work properly and using
an understudy so that the interest of the client may not suffer.
While the accountant is bound to do all that he can for the
interests of his client, and must not only work for his interests
but also protect them, nevertheless, he must remember that he
cannot always work for what the client thinks is for his interest
if it is at the risk of his own reputation. He must bear in mind
at all times that his reputation is the only real capital which he
has as the back-bone of his practice and that, if the client demands
more than he can deliver and still protect his reputation, he is
not bound to sacrifice himself.
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Perhaps I may interject a thought here which is a bit foreign
to the subject. It is that the so-called client is what I have liked
to call the immediate client, but not the ultimate client of the
accountant. While it is true that the so-called client is the one
who pays the bill for the services rendered, nevertheless, the
general credit public is the real ultimate client of the accountant,
and it very plain that, unless his work is performed in such a
way that it is accepted as being trustworthy by the general public,
he is doing no good to his immediate client and will soon be in
a position where he can do no good either to himself or to any
other client. I think, if this latter point were recognized by more
of the accountants in this country, the relationship of the account
ant to his client as well as to the general public would be better
understood.
Another subject which I consider very important is the rela
tionship of the accountant to the employees of his client. It is
very common to find some of the employees with whom the
accountant comes in contact in a more or less dissatisfied frame
of mind, sometimes as a result of environment, sometimes on the
matter of compensation and sometimes from many other matters
on which the human mind is subject to dissatisfaction. The
accountant often has a great opportunity to perform a valuable
service for his client in acting as a peacemaker and creating a
better feeling among the employees. This can sometimes be done
by explaining the viewpoint of the employer otherwise than the
employer can explain it to them himself, because the angle from
which the accountant approaches the subject gives an entirely
different view to the employee. It is undoubtedly true that there
are many cases where, in spite of all the accountant can say or
do, he will find that two temperaments, which will not mix any
better than oil and water, are associated in a business, but when
he can act as peacemaker I think that work of this character renders
a great service to the client as well as to the employee. It has been
my good fortune in many cases not only with employees, but
also with different members of the concern, to take the rôle of
peacemaker to the great moral and financial advantage of the
concern, as well as to the mutual advantage of the several inter
ested parties. We must, of course, remember that we are all
human and none of us is quite 100 per cent. perfect, but if any
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concern is to succeed, its different members must work together
in harmony or else disaster will be the result.
Again, we must recognize that it is entirely ethical for the
client to employ different accountants for different purposes.
Perhaps this has been brought out more clearly during the last
few years with attorneys than it has with accountants. It is not
uncommon at the present time for corporations to have their
regular counsel on what would be called current matters and still
to have another attorney on tax matters, who specializes in that
subject, or to have an attorney on patents who specializes in patent
matters, and so on. For the same reason, therefore, a corporation
may with entire propriety engage one firm of accountants for
auditing and other accountants for various purposes which would
best meet their requirements. This practice creates a great oppor
tunity for the various firms of accountants to work together for
the common good of their client and to use tact in their dealings
not only with each other, but also with the client.
We have known of a number of cases in the last few years where
accountants in small communities who were doing local work have
consulted with their fellow accountants in the larger centers on
matters which had not occurred frequently in their own local
practice, possibly more often on tax matters than on matters of
current work. I have always felt that in cases of this kind the
proper procedure was to be of every assistance possible and to
give the other accountant the advantage of all the experience
and knowledge which I had.
While the examinations which it is necessary to pass in order
that the accountant may obtain a C. P. A. certificate often contain
questions the answers to which will tend to bring out the moral
or ethical point of view of the applicant, it is, nevertheless, sad
but true that, even if the question is answered correctly, it is
impossible for the examiner to look into the future and tell
whether or not the applicant will carry out in his daily practice
with his client the views which he has expressed during the
examination.
I think it needless to say that in no circumstances should the
accountant certify for a client to any statement, exhibit or schedule
or any other form of accounting work, the preparation of which
is not carried on entirely under his own supervision or of that
of a member of his firm or one of his staff. While there have
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been instances of this nature which have undoubtedly come to
the knowledge of many of the profession, I am inclined to think
that this practice is growing less and less and will soon be
absolutely unknown.
Another matter that I think it absolutely necessary for the
principal to avoid is accepting favors from his client. It may
sometimes be a temptation if he is working for a client in a
wholesale business to buy something at wholesale rates for the
sake of saving a few dollars. On the other hand, I think this
puts the principal in the position where he has accepted a favor
from the client and where the client may feel that he has the right
to come back and ask a favor which is entirely proper from his
point of view but would not be proper from the accountant’s point
of view. While I would not refuse to go into a retail store
operated by one of my clients and buy anything that was on sale,
I would never think of buying anything at the factory at
wholesale.
I remember an instance which occurred a few years ago
when one of my clients offered to give me a discount on some
thing I happened to mention an intention of buying, and he
seemed quite hurt at my refusal to accept his offer. At this
particular time he and his partner were carrying on some nego
tiations which had brought about rather strained relations, and
I told him frankly that, if I were to accept the offer from his
hands, I thought his partner would have the right to think that
I was leaning unduly toward him in the matter at issue. By
presenting this matter to him in a tactful manner I was successful
in keeping his friendship and, as he was just as suspicious as
his partner, he came to the conclusion that if I would not accept
favors from him I would not from his partner; and we have
been good friends ever since. There are many times when the
accountant can maintain the proper position with his client if he
will use a fair amount of tact in placing the situation before him,
where otherwise there would be a feeling of resentment and
possibly hostility.
Perhaps a word might not be amiss as to our attitude towards
the other professions. I presume that the two professions with
which the accountant comes most in contact at the present time
are law and engineering.
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My personal opinion concerning the relation of the accountant
to the members of the legal profession is that they can work
together side by side, each attending to his own legitimate part
of the work in hand, to the great benefit of the client. I have
never felt that it was wise for the accountant to try to render
legal services, either in the forming of corporations or the prep
aration of intricate votes for directors or stockholders, or even
in handling, as sole representative, tax matters before the
treasury department. My thought on these matters is that the
accountant has so much to do to keep fully informed on subjects
appertaining to his immediate work that he is getting into a
dangerous field if he attempts legal work on which he has not
the time to keep up-to-date.
I know that there is much difference of opinion among the
members of the profession in this respect and that many of them
feel that they are as competent as members of the legal profession
to deal with many matters of law. It has been my experience,
however, that allowing the lawyer to attend to the legal aspects
of the matter relieves the accountant of a great deal of the
responsibility, gives the client the advantage of all the knowledge
which the lawyer has been accumulating during his practice, and
in the end puts the client in a much stronger position than if his
case were handled entirely by the accountant.
The members of the profession have been called upon during
the last few years to work also with engineers on a great many
problems relating to reorganizations, appraisals, etc., and in most
cases it has seemed to me that both the engineers and the
accountants have been able to work together in harmony and to
material advantage of the client. I question very much whether
an accountant can be a real engineer or whether an engineer can
be a real accountant and whether it is possible to combine both
professions to advantage in one man or in one office. I also
recognize that there will be a variety of opinions on this subject.
Another subject which has been freely discussed is the
propriety of the accountant’s working on a contingent-fee basis.
It is very hard sometimes for a client to understand why the
accountant should not work for a contingent fee. He entirely
loses sight of what should be the accountant’s main object:
namely, to state facts as they exist without thought of any outside
influence or of gain to himself other than his customary fee.
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Another method of compensation that I do not like personally
and that I have always considered a first cousin to a contingent
fee is that of rendering services for a stated annual fee. I am
aware that there is a great deal of work done under these con
ditions and I do not by any means intend to say that it is not
legitimate or that it is the same as working for a contingent fee.
I think, however, that when circumstances make additional time
for investigation necessary, the same temptation is liable to exist
under this condition as occurs where the work is accepted on a
contingent basis. On the other hand, if the accountant happens
to have stated a price for the services which is in excess of what
his daily rates would amount to, it would seem that in order to
maintain the proper attitude toward the client, he should not
feel satisfied to render a bill which is in excess of the value of
the services rendered. After all, we are all human and the com
pensation which we receive must (if we are good business men)
be considered as well as the opportunity which we have for doing
a good piece of work.
Competitive bidding I have always felt it was well to avoid.
It has seemed to me that the accountant should be selected on
account of the particular experience or special knowledge which
he or his staff has in regard to the work in hand, and that he
should be chosen for this reason rather than for his price. It may
be that in some cases the client thinks the work can be done by
one accountant as well as by another, but as a rule I think the
concerns which select accountants that have had the particular
training or experience needed for the required work are better
off than those which think only of the price to be paid. The
effect on the accountant must in many cases be shown in the
character of his work when he makes an under-estimate; therefore
the financial consideration should never be allowed to trouble his
mind at the expense of doing his work to the best advantage.
If the competition among accountants were limited to that
which tended to show who was best qualified for the work, and
the matter of prices were omitted, competition of this kind would
be an incentive to all of us to improve our organizations and our
efforts.
Again, competition among accountants is entirely different
from competition among merchants. In the case of a merchant
the purchaser can see just what he is buying and can obtain a
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sample if necessary to compare with the goods received. Whereas
with the accountant, the services that the client receives are not
as tangible as merchandise and in a great majority of cases the
client is not as familiar with the nature of the service he ought
to receive as he is with merchandise. This places the accountant
upon his honor, even though he has made a disadvantageous com
petitive price, to deliver the services which not only the word
and letter, but also the spirit, of the contract imply, and which in
many cases the client must accept as a matter of faith rather than
as a matter of sight.
I think a word may be said about the attitude of the accountant
in preparing income-tax returns for his clients. Many times a
client may have very strong views, causing a difference of opinion
between himself and his accountant, and the regulations on the
matter may give rise to a reasonable doubt. I have always felt
that in matters of this kind it was perfectly proper for the
accountant to put the best foot forward in favor of his client,
provided he did it in such a manner that the facts of the case
were plainly stated and not befogged or hidden by being grouped
with other matters. In other words, he puts himself in the position
of stating plainly the circumstances he is asking the government
to pass upon and approve and does not hide any facts by merging
or consolidating them in the return.
Something which I think no accountant should allow himself
to do, although unfortunately the practice has prevailed to some
extent during the past few years, is to accept an engagement from
an engineering concern and then allow the engineer to dictate how
the schedules should be prepared. I think we must all recognize
that in the end the revenue agent is bound to find all the essential
facts which are necessary in order to make a return that is very
closely in accord with the regulations, and that any effort to
assist the client by hiding anything will only result in loss of the
accountant’s reputation with the government and will offer no
benefit to the client.
While it is probably impossible for any accountant to prepare
a tax return which, when examined a few years later, will be
passed as entirely correct, it is, nevertheless, possible for him to
use his best effort to make a return so clear and concise that the
government will recognize his honesty of purpose and his desire
to prepare a return that is perfectly clear and represents facts.
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Unfortunately there are times when the accountant may be
accused of conduct that is not ethical when he is not at all at fault.
I remember one instance which occurred to me about fifteen years
ago, when I had audited the accounts of a manufacturer who
was not at the time financially strong, and to whom I had rendered
a report and issued a bank statement. It unfortunately happened
that I had an office on the fifth floor of the building of which the
third floor was occupied by a credit agency, whose manager was
very energetic. This agency had been issuing reports regarding
my client which were not to his liking. In some manner the
manufacturer saw a copy of the agency report which contained
some information that he had considered confidential and, not
knowing where the agency obtained it, he jumped to the conclusion
that, as we were in the same building, it must have come from
us. Needless to say, the information had not come from me or
from my office and it was a number of years before I found out
the reason for losing the audit. I afterward ascertained where
the agency obtained the information but did not take the oppor
tunity to tell my former client. I felt that, if he had lost his
confidence in me to the extent that he would not come and tell
me what he suspected, he was not the kind of client I would care
to have on my books.
While occurrences of this sort are unfortunate and unpleasant,
the really important thing is for the accountant to be sure that
his actions have been entirely beyond criticism and that he has
acted in such a way that he can maintain his self-respect. After
all, the greater part of our lifetime is spent in a more intimate
relation with ourselves than with anyone else and, if, holding up
our own conduct for self-criticism, we can honestly and fairly
show a clean slate, we have a strong chance of justifying it to
anyone else, provided that we are looking at it with the same
degree of judgment and fairness that the accountant is always
supposed to use in the practice of his profession. It is probably
true that the accountant who not only dies regretted and respected,
but also leaves behind him among his fellow accountants a repu
tation for truth and fair and honorable dealings, will be found to
have had a proper respect for the ethics of his profession.
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